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a Torre Will Sponsor Noon Programs Over Radio
Amplifying System During Week of Spardi Gras
4
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Station KH).
Eyans is noted as tomb fon. his
-the I.00ve Life of .\ be Lincoln"
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saw, as hi,
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Depression Hits Observance
of Washington Bi-centennial

Sophomore Formal Dance Is
Plans
for Second State I Successfully Given on Campus Chatter
Saturday Night
Boat Ride Given
MI! Be Featured.
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rooster one clay wandered front his farmyard, and hap4.\ Llt Y1
to \I \III I FL
pened upon hn ostrich egg. Painstakingly lie rolled it back
lo his own chicken yard. .Gurkling mightily, he called his
Chairmen of eight
harem ()I’ hens about himself. "Now I’m not criticizing," working on the Boat Bide
too boo
on April 23. mere :1111,01111,1,1
he said. "but I just want to show you what is being done
ad
a
Junior
11,1,1
in other communities." Therewith lie rolled forth the osdies., February 11.
trich egg.
Junie,r Wilson, ettosen general
In a like manner, we wish to point out that in most chairman of Slate’s So, onol .11,.
schools in the United States, February M will be a holiday, nual
Ride,
be rennin,
obsered in commemoration of the two hundredth anni- beret! for the painstaking effort
he expended 1,11 1hr 1,1’..lect
versary of the birth of George Washington, "the Father of
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year. Ile. is to, tio,,1
sail
Our Country."
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Ed. Department Has Verse Choir Shows
Dinner at De Anza
at Women’s Club
I I: VI ION
I I 11. HERS -TO KALON" CLUB PLEASED
WE FETED
WITII PERFORMANCE

Julie

litttktr,
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the eity schools in present plan of
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let be he1,1 on M ot, I. 12. The looe.,,- cryingin
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the dinner were
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ativo31 10’ Miss pc Von’. ’Miss Caryonknrs no
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less discussion :oat apoos to that \\;.
Michael, Nliss Cameroin. Mr. liorJohn,. C.,t-sor
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subject.
rill. Superintendent Barlinalt, and
m
11://111114.1.1t
1)torolity 1.4r,
Dr. NItieQuarrie. ’Miss De Vore
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bill This,..11111.
.1 Ihe /firm/
Stey ens
oulfilastzed the desire of the e1Cataract of Ladore, Southey; anol
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lege to) :nuke work pleasant and Song of the Shirt, Hood; Bells, ciaintlittee.
A
suggestion
ilt.ot
Fttmotus Play
profitable lo demonstration leach- Poe; Vespers.
Westminst,r
the
\V,th
kh,
loe holol
I ’,IC ’n
ers. .1iss Carmichael. one of the Bridge. Wordsworth; (4) Down
senior teachers, voired the eletaire I/enth, Johnson; S’agabond Song,
’
of her fellow Workers fo IlcIP the Carinan; The Wind, Stephen; The C71:tes’s.r:".1"tri:;11:is
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.o mod, rn dr.
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oof the scheme.
k I ett "‘h ‘twit’,
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A (limier for the demonstration
temehers of the city was given
Wednesday evening, February. 10,
at the Hotel D’Anza,
the educaliom department.
Th,. theme of the di,,er was a
and better roweraffon be.

Members of the To Kalon Club,
who held a meeting att lie San
Jose Woman’s Club on Thursday
afternoon, were delightfully enlertained by the Slide Verse
Speaking (:hoir.
Never having
heart the choir before the lathes
enjoyed a unique afternoon’s en tertainritent, and many colltnitmentary
remarks were made.
both in regard lO Ole work done
by the students as well as the
leadership
of Miss Elizabeth
Jenks.
The numbers rendered were the
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American Women
Now Crave Liquor
Says L Dickstein
Girl of Yesterday Was
Insulted When Asked
To Take Drink
Representative Samuel Dickstein of New York, has started another round in the prohibition
bout. In a speech before the Senate beer committee in Washington
the other day he declared that the
American girl who would on,,
slap a man’s face for offering hei
liquor, now "v.-ill kick you in the

A

hEss Mary Hill Is Delegate
To Kappa Delta Pi
Convention
Nliss Mary Hill. a member of
Kappa Delta Pi, the honor edu, rutin society on the campus, is
being sent by that organization to
Washington, D. C., to participate
is a national convention that is to
be held there. She will take a
two weeks trip. going by train
passing
way,
southern
the
through New Orleans en route.
The National Education Association, which will also bold a convention in Wishington at the
same time, is sending several delegates from California, in whose
company Nliss Hill will travel.
She left last Saturday evening.

Bel Canto Sociey Holds
Informal Initiation

pants if you don’t have some."
The informal initiation of the
Among other things the state- Bel Canto Club, which took the
ment aroused the ire of some of form of a pajama breakfast, wus
our local populace. "It’s just wet held on Saturday morning, Janupropaganda to try and discourage ary 30, when Floriene Goldeen
the drys," declares Mrs. Jessie opened her lovely home on The
Kenyon, official of the W. C. T. U. Alameda for the txcasion.
here. "They think they can influThe following enjoyed this deence a few weak-kneed drys, but lightful affair: Mrs. J. E. Goldeen,
the staunch drys will be just as Nliss Alnia L. Williams, the direcstaunch as ever. They even said tor, and Frances Buck, Lillian
Frances Willard smirked cigar- Jasper, Hazel Goldeen, Dorothy
ettes, and she never did."
Linguist, Shirley Dunning, MilDr. C.. B. Sylvester, pastor of dred Nfurgotten, Emma Voshall,
Methodist Church, Marye Bantham. Ruth Buckman,
First
the
Priscilla
Davenport,
boosted prohibition by agreeing Margaret
that there may be more drinking Sword, Katherine Smith, Margaret
and immortality than before, But Furlong, Olive Trussler, Muriel
that prohibition has nothing to do tiillespie, Helen Johnson, Dorothy
Lorentz, Eleanore Greene. Doris
with it.
Elda
"Increased drinking. smoking Kinne, Margaret Gamble,
Verna Frederickanti immoral relations among the Frederickson,
Pierri, Helen Ohrt,
young men and women of today son, Elvira
I.uther, Marie Mothorne.
are part (tf a great moral sag," he Paulyne
Emmy Lou Rood,
Rood,
Gladys
declares. "The root of it is the
Horn. Alice Refill,
economic revolution of recent Helen Van
Nfaudine Zander,
years. Economic revolutions at- Nell Britton,
Krebs, Nfary Jones, Edna
tempt to destroy organized reli_ Margaret
l’eterson, Alberta
Eva
gion in the belief that it is closely Hale,
and Flo It’s the Rorke, Nfargaret Nelson,
allied with capitalism.
weakening of organized religion lie" ("de".
and not prohibition that has !
brought about the change."
"Before prohibition the WOM..,
who wanted to drink left the baby
outside while she went into a saloon."
Earl Carroll, New York producer, believes that Representative Dickstein’s assertion "conveys but small conception of the
by prohibit ion
done
damage
among the girls of our country.
"When I first became a producer even the average girl seemed
proud of the fact that she did not
drink. It denoted strength af
character and decided feminity.
Now a girl IS rather ashamed to
admit abstinence from liquor. To
drink and show one’s independence seems like just the right
thing to do."
"Prohibition has changed girls
in appearcompletelyexcept
ance," he hastily added.
The reader may decide for himself the victory of this round.

World Is Changu) g Views
on Literature
,

Legal Fraternities
Attack Legality of
New Campus Courts
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College Cafeteria Gives
Original Valentine
Luncheon

Introducing One
Froggie, Who Ups
4nd Croaks News

-The college catch.. la, which is
management of the
the
run under
deflome-Making department,
lighted members of the student
body and faculty with a novel
special Valentine’s Day luncheon.
Bright reds and fluffy whites
were the predominating colors. A
yellow fruit gelatin salad was
made interesting with the decora.
thin of a moulded red gelatin
heart. Another vegetable salad
was decorated with hearts cut
out of slices of beets. In addition
to the other desserts there svas a
eherry sundae blanc mange; vanilla pudding, cherry red syrup,
whipped cream, and topped with
a red candy heart. Also the very
delicious angel food cake that is
one of the fortes of the cafeteria
cooks.
The tables were decorated wills
large red heart doilies and bowls
of daffodils.

BEGINNING OF PRECEDENT
MAY RUIN LAW AS
To you. greetings! This is the
PROFESSION
advent of a new "colyum" which
we hope( and you all, too, probNladison.There
was enough ably, fear!) will appear once a
free legal advice floating around week on this page.
the University of Wisconsin camIt does not pretend to represent
pus to bankrupt the entire mema consensus of campus opinion,
bership of the American bur!
but it will be our endeavor not to
It all started when the newly
limit its scope to the viewpoint of
appointed traffic court convened,
any one group on the campus.
with Their Honors, Professor Hay
In addition, we expect to print
S. ()wen, Professor William A.
Sumner and Albert F. Gallistel alleged quips, epigrams, verse,
(superintendent of buildings), at- and such -like trash as it comes
tempting to mete out justice. Six to us.
students were assessed small fines
The best "fast -answer" of the
for
traffic violations
which
served only to create a cause cel- week goes to Morry Williams fur
a lightning shut at Leon Warmke.
ebre.
Said representatives of Phi Warmke ended a brief moralizing
monologue with the words,
Delta Phi, law fraternity:
"You can’t get away with it.
"If they want to be judges, why
don’t they run for circuit court? Your past always catches you
If this court is O. K., then any- up!"
To
which
Nforry
smartly
one can set up a court and levy
cracked,
fines."
"Oh, I don’t know.
Your’s
Said the Gamma Eta Gammas,
ancient rivals of the "Fiddle -de- doesn’t seem to have caught up
with you yet!"
Fees":
"The Phl Delta Phis are all wet.
The Wisconsin statutes gives the
regents and faculty the right to
enact laws for the government of
the university."
Said the Tau Epsilon Rho lav.yers:
"The university traffic court is
illegal and having no judicial basis has no right to impose fines.
One of the statutes cited by the
Gamma Eta Gammas has been repealed."
All this cross -fire of argument
over the legality of the court finally was climaxed by the announcement of four members of
Phi Delta Phi that they would
carry their fight for an injunction
ag:tinst the facnIty jurists to the
State Supreme Court if necessary
"if we can raise enough money."
Nfeanwhile, they promised to
defend student traffic offenders
without charge.

jump at a chance to go over.
Many others totally indifferent.
And why not? After all, and Will
Rogers to the contra.ry, the Japanese really have to go to Item, for
a divorce.

Another cross goes to the gent
who quipped that "college stu.
dents are young men and women
who spend four years fIndIng out
that they really don’t know any
more than they did four years
ago."
FOR A SMILE
Your lingering smile
Is a candle, hidden
In the dark corners of
My mind; shining,
Dim but certain,
When brighter lights
Fail.
’
’
Mid-terms over at last!
And so. we heave a vast sigh of
relief and lean back for another
flve weeks rest. . . .
But doesn’t the quarter seem
short! Is it because it is, chronologically, one week shorter? Or
because there’s more going on?
Many students aroused over
the Japan-thma war situation...
Nfany men who stated otherwise
on the questionnaire now seem
quite h1ond-thirsty and would

Page Mr. Einstein!
Love
Is a subconscious sixth sense
Kissing an unconscious
Fourth dimension!
. . .

With the discovery that the
nucleus, or central part, of an
GENERAL SCHOOL WELFARE atom spins on its axis like a top,
IS OBJECTIVE FOR
it is thought that another step toORGANIZATION
ward releasing locked -up atomic

Elects Mem

Meeting Is Held at Na
Park Home of Dr
George Fi eelaed

foster a deeper appreciation
of art in its more specific phases,
to develop a professional attitude,
ijnd to further a mutual friend-

energy, a dream lung cherished by
science, hal been made. This new
development was discovered recently by Dr. William F. Meggers

ship among its members, as well
as to be of service to the college
at large through its various activities, the Upper Division Art alljors have united to form a new
organization in the Art Depart-

of the Mount Wilson observatory
The home of 1).. George
in California.
The newly discovered fact, land in Naglee Park. furn
which was announced by the bu the setting for the lag
reau of standards, is expetted to Delta l’i meeting on y
give a scientist a better apprehen- February 9, when the main

’ro

ment.
Each week interesting meetings
are held, with speakers on the
various phases of art. Miss Raymond, from the University of Minnesota, gave a most delightful talk
on art fraternities and art organizations at the last meeting.
Revealing many peculiar little
intitients which she experienced
lis her contact with negro art,
Nliss Berry held the members
fascinated when she spuke to
them last NIonday.
Plan Valentine Luncheon
As general chairman of luncheon, which is being planned for
IICKI Monday, Halley Cox is working very hard and making extensive arrangements for the affair
which will reveal the spirit of
St. Valentine.
Officers of the organization are:
vice
President, Hope Allario;
president, Susan Tallmon; secret:try, Nfarian Ries; treasurer, Halley Cox; reporter, Charlotte Illow
ard.

And so, folks. we take our bow.
Just a frog sitting in a big puddle and Ittoking around. ’Anne times, when the water’s cold, we
might grouch a little and our
troaking become exceedinly dismal.
But other thnes, when the sun’s
warm and our tummy’s full of
nice big, blue bottle -flies, we’ll
just grunt a bit in contentment
and take the queer doings of you
Cambridge, Slass.Delegates to
humans for %stint they appear to
be worth.
And no questions the International Astronomical
Union’s annual meeting will gathasked!
er at Harvard University this
year, it was announced this week
And en, we take our bow ...
by Dr. Harlow Shapley. professor
FROGGIE.
astronomy at the University.
The Union, which represents asSix hundred teachers in Pales- tronomical organizations in many
tine schools, unwilling to accept countries, will meet
from Septemsalary conditions, hove gone on ber 2 to R.
strike.

Harvard Will Be Host to
Astronomical Convention

Sir
Norman Angell, British
statesman, asserted recently that
the depression WEIS not so much,
, Chapel Hill, N. C."It is my
the result of natural causes as it’
opinion that the world is visibly
was the failure of man properly
changing from the greatest age in
In educate himself.
the history of permanent literatare to the new age of mass pro e..
iluction and transitory thought."
MMStjaMn--i":
This was the evaluation of
modern literature made last fortnight by Professor Stephen Lea LADD1E, I’VE AN IDEA AS Lotsaes AS /el
eock, famous humorist, in an artiST.VALENTINEIS DAY AND LINCOLN’S
0.-.1
etc especially written for The
5IRTHDAY ARE So NEAR ToGETHER
Daily Tar Heel at the University
LET’S CELEBRATE’EM ToGETHER . AND
of North Carolina.
()wing to the demand for subGivE A FATHER Ara( SoN GIFT
stantial economic returns from
ltuR MOTHER. AND AS LoNG. A6 1-115
published
literature of today,
PATRicrIC. TO SAVE WE’LL. BUY IT AT
writers must appeal to all classes.
with the result that their product
must be "leveled down to the lowest," he declared.
"Our magazines. our press, our
stage, more and more are driven
to sacrifice excellence of art to
width of appeal," Dr. I.eacock
wrote.
His comments were contributed
in connection with a symposium
of opinions compiled by The Tar
New York. ..:. .11 v....id-- Heel on trends in modern humor.
Every major economic depres4
To celebrate two days, Macihrift
sion ia the United States has beee
Will give his wife single gift.
the starting point for a great forFor Sandy is saving soul
ward movement in education, acTo got money’s worth’s his goal.
cording
to Professor William
You, too, had better buy where he
Columbia
Lliandler Bagley
Says you are sure of qualify.
University Teachers (...11ege. and
University, Calif.
Stanford
he prediited that history would Professor A. F. Rogers of Stanrepeat itself in the present in- ford’s mineralogy department anstance.
nounced that he had identified a
Panic years in the past, he new minerala form of barium
pointed out, have witnessed "re- silicatewhich he named "San
PLAIN OR WHOLE WHEAT
markable expansion" and events bornite" in honor of Frank San
of great significance in the field born of the State Bureau of
of education.
alines.

sion of the inake-up of the atom ness was the elrehon
and another clue as to how all tnembers.
Mary Hill, presrlent. svs
earthly material is put together.
Atoms are the tiny "bricks" ont sented with a faro...not
of which everything Is construct- form of a black leather tro
ed. There are billions of them in
the head of a pin. Each atom is
like an infinitesimal solar system
with a center, or nucleus, ur protons, particles charged with positive electricity. Revolving around
it, as planets circle the sun, are
electrons, negatively charged particles. The electrons spin on their
own axis just as the earth dues.
And now it has been found that
the nucleus also spins on its axis,
like the sun. Dr. Meggers discovered this by subjecting the spec,
train, or split-up light waves given off by the atom to a magnification of 250,000,900 times. When
light front any mechanical element passes through a prism it is
split up into its different wave
lengths, registered as narrow
lines on a photographic plate. The
lines are arranged differently for
each element, the arrangement being known as the spectrum of the
element.
The IAN’S of physics told him
that this could not happen unless
the atom’s nucleus was spinning.
The spectrum lines are an effect
produced by the orbits. or paths
of motion, of some of the electrons that pass near the atom’s
nucleus. When the lines are split
intr. still narrower lines. it indicates the electrons passing near
the spinning nucleus react with it
so as to cause slight changes in
the energy given off by the atom.

kit. Miss Frances Marsholl
sented the bag. V.ss
attend the biennod
livorthot
Kappa Delta I’ie,
in Washington.
C., Fe
20-23. Miss Hill departed
day evening, Fele ’are 13
Washington.
The program ,.f the ev
was under the dlr., mai of
ces Thompson. ’I he Irst part
the program was
pin in
scenes, entitled I lie 1 Ism of
American Rev..* en" tj
play WS6 put till
t
audience, and the ....hence
accortlingly. EMIL, Los
tOOk the part of I. ger
and Beth Nelson
priestly.
The
t
14
Priestly WSS taken t.y Rita Ha
and that of the faithful patr;
servant by Illine summer, H
old De Fraga took the parts
Uncle Jude. the loyal old bl
face, and later, the part of
red -coated General Howe, wit)
dared the Priest’s family
their home when Ihes would
vulge none of their secrets. Gu
trude Miller took the part of
old colored mettle... Aunt Hat
Another member rf thr rest al
pee* el
look the part of
as fIrst,
Alice Grohl, v. h..
British spy, oi, !
The pi
American Lieu’,
-r;
s
of General (.
was taken bv A

_
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Depression Starts Forward
Movement in Education
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Teaching Assignments Are Co-Ed
Jose Players Honor Pledges
Capers To Be Japanese Students 1Committee Head Bel Canto Club Initiates Eleven
Announced for the
at Semi -Formal Dinner Held at the
Given as Aid for Riot at University;
New Members at Formal Dinner Given
Spring Quarter
Sainte Claire Hotel Last Friday
Student Loan Fund
Attempt Parade
in Gold Room of Hotel Sainte Claire
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PAGE THREE

School Editor Replaced
for Ideas on Marriage

light, acacia binspc candle
baritone voice GI
rich
that
s,
hard, and the calm,
Pritt
oord
of Edward Evans,
dive voice
dramatic alit:tasipleted Oh
enveloped San Jose
te that
their newly initiated
jers and
,eiiii-formal dinner,
liters at
Boom of the Hotel St.
be Gold
Friday evening.
ire last
place in the Mors
libation took
’twenty Pailey Auditorium.
were taken into
new members
which
rganization- two of
The
members.
rt. henarar,
the Hotel
ic-fornial Milner at
followed
Claire immediately
anon.
Players’ Dinner
coach of Players, in
hath Gillis,
new memjw words g.ve the
heartfelt ’welcome
s a claw),
orobtiii4ation. Howard
o the
introduced the
kon, president,
Mr. EdOa of the evening,
only Howard can
ell Evans, as

A scathing editorial denunciation of the institution of marriage
recently cost Charles J. Thurmond his job as editor of the
Cento, student publication ut
Centre College in Danville, Kentucky.
As soon as the action became
known, an intense demand was
evidenced for copies of the February 5 issue, which contained
the editorial under the caption
"Stupidity of Slarriage."
In it, Thurmond made the accusation that marrige "ends in
wrecked lives and the casting of
ugly blemishes on young lives
having to come in contaet with
it."
Although a movement was immediately set on foot among the
students fur the editor’s reinstatement, the consensus of opinion seemed to inclitte to the belief
that the statements made were a
little too radical and unbecoming
a college publication, and little
Mr.
of
support was forthcoming.
fhe magnetic personality
intangible" maneons and that
his
carried
s( in his voice
out of
ill-tound audience right
on
1641 Boma into a theatre
oadovay, where he gave his first
IfOrinbnee as Sidneo. Carton in
Two
Cineinsiati.--A new tspe of col
sties Bicker...* ’"rale of
longer Ed- lege, to be organized for benefit of
5es." lie was no
pd Evans, but Sidney Carton non-professional students, and to
Aing up Ow steps to the guillo- be of three year duration, WaS
by suggesti.d by Dr. Ernest
Hatch
le and holding a little girl

The following students have
been approved for student teaching during the Spring uarter. If
) our name dots not appear on the
:elm. and you have signed up fur
oudent leeching, bee Sirs. Marchisio
the Registrar’s
immediately, or those persons
whose Millieb are marked vrith an
asterisk () see Mrs. Latta in /Jr.
Freeland’s office (room 60 immediately, instead of reporting to
airs. alarchisio.

New Type of College Is
Started at Cincinnati

hand.
Ts Attain StardomHard
Work Neceesary
Mr. Evans
mercy
ltithout
t the Players back to stark
tea b, stating that the road
iri the world of dramatic

Wilkins, president of Oberlin College, before the meeting of the
Association of American Colleges,
of which he is also president.
Citing the special needs of this
type of student, Dr. Wilkins said:
"I therefore propose the (Tea lion of a new type of college, to
be called the general college,
which width, gist. these students
w,ffits
really
what

is paved rid’, hard w"rk and
’natior rather than the
d of" lu.k breaks that lead
stardom ovcr night. As examHe brirfk. t"Id "f the tugh to have, namely, a training which
riiirs!" st.’’’1"n! bY such gre"t will enable them to live well as
as Huth 111Atterton and John members of soeiely. To live well
mum Ile concluded by giv7 as members of society metilis to
a n interpretation of a dram- live with intelligence and goodyrrodoguv and two encore se- will in each of the five fields cif
pals.
social living, which are: home
Players’ Dinner
life, the field of earning, citizenBernard
,..climax
dr:c::
a
ship. leisure, and the field of phil. tilled the atmos- osophy and religion.
chard’,
selections.
e. H.:
"Training for suceessful life in
ell on Broad - these five fields invoke, training
. eennett, Jane in health, training in the use of
with i
iiornel, and is what may be ealled general men and !
.He department tal tools, English, logic and so
in th.
Untras,le of California.
forth, instruction and soine type
lb.,
ad, or
ty meiol,.rs present at the of experkt,
Helen
Dimmick,’
were Ali,.
fields, and the encouragement of
Elizabeth Jenks, Miss Dorn- ’social min.ledniss.
A iaillege
Katcher, and Miss Florence course carefully ilisigned for this
derson.
in
completed
purpose could be
- +New institutions
three years.
might be founded as three -scar
-ieneral colleges, and those fours ear colleges which, through lack
of endowment, cannot stand !
--cost of specialized work. vv.
\
!:iat American
also do well to become th:
,,ities take a
year general colleges.
d in aitling
"The establishment a such .
as made beleges tumid mean that the fr
, .pler of the
year college could be 1110re es.,
\ !Lanni Assoing than it now is in ils ade.,
Malone, edishin requirements and might ft
of American
secure a more homosteneaus h.,:

. Dumas Malone Makes
Plea for Government

I
d institutions of
:rung !. ,elop unselfish
adership and
"soh ing the
for the massat a selfish
awak,ii every unilie said, "and
..ral anarchy
g.meration a
.rising, carrying
. r setiSe of public

.

ems that the
ow will play
dal affairs of
too social scientist,
1.. Notts rather than
I !
humanist and
.
.fsing the mind
. I mile into their
Ls a the expense of the
te.

dents Voice Opinion
Closiiig of Shows

of students.
"The lower half of the fouryear college should. hoWever, not
content itself with the type of
work it is now doing hut should
devote its two oears primarily to
the same type of training for the
five &Ids of social living for
which training is to be given in
the general college.
"The upper half of the fouroear college should become more
definitely pre -professional than it
is now."

Sororities No Longer
Hal e Private Houses
Mine,’ to
Los Angel,.
walls and then back to groans
again v..hen authorities at Occidental College minouneed an edict
abolishing the use of sorority
houses after next September.
The feminine Greeks hereafter
tnust live in college dormitories
and maintain their headquarter,
there. They were also ordered Pi
pledge only junior and senior women in the future.
numerous protests
Although
were registered, Occidental officials remisined adamant.

kaav
Opposition
aniong University
st melds this week
’
which closes
te.ti,es In Law, ’
university
NEW LA TORRE OFFICE
’ At thnt the
HOURS
t helping the la 1,11 nal, :et
was Intended,
1011, every day
I! forcing
students to seek
1-2 and 7:30-8:30. Tuesday and
fiewe
entertainment.
Thursday.

GENERAL ELEMENTARY AND
EINNBERTEN PRIMARY
Allen, lmnei
Bailey, uroisti G.
tuggers,
Boom., abodes.
Blymer, ae..ta
D,r,thy Georg.
Bravoed, Eloise
Iforta,.., Marguerite Derby
Bomar, alildred L.
Cantu. hiari
Carraher, Eva Mae
Cattail. hiag
scordreg, Frank It.
*Corrigan. Harold
Davis. Duvall. (I.
Dieu, aiiiita
Durnberger. Pauline
Dunning, Shirley
Gray. Dorothy
Guarassio. Maria Rose
Hagstrorn. Agnes
hall, (duly* E.
Ilanieher, Mary E.
Heinsen. Lenore
/bsia,on, Doris
Hogan. Oda Mar
Hunter, Mu
Hues, Virginia
Ianars, Mrs. Velma
Jensen. Evelyn
Kevii, Marion
Lang, lon
Lee. Verna! Virginia
Iw.is, Alice
MacKarrher, Avis J.
Maginni, Ruth
hist austlanii. itarrtett
SIrCumbeal, ( lame
Miller, Evelyn
Miller, Herbert
Neilfelsi. Itorris
Painter. Barbara
Pollard, Lawrence
Rupp, Lenora Irene
Rood. Emmy Lou
Ryan, Isabel K.
Scott. Helen
Seiutto. Ida R.
Sherburne, Ruth M.
Shietira, Catherine
Snell. May
SSynu’i;::
Tornavri. Alice
Wagner. Arthur
JUNIOR HIGH
Amaral. Evelyn
Foote. Laura Belle
Eta. Dori. H.
Gray, Berta
Greenwood. Doris
Hay. Lerou
Benny. Petrie’.
Hill. Laurance J
Horning. John I..
Jesvon, Elleanor
Jennings. GeneVieve
Mrs. Beulah
Lunde!, W. D.
Lawry. George J.
Mather. Elisabeth L.
Martin. Dorothe
abissoni. Rita
Miller, Loren
N..rna. Barbara
Palmer. Evelyn
Piper, I lorenee
Pomeroy. Claribel
Marton. Ini
Itegnart, Hanel
Bribery. Margaret
Sehell, Fatinor
Simon. Herman
Stone. Msoraret
Strait. Este
Torre. John F.
Wenner. Fated E.
PHYSICAL ED.
I ’tabu/I-en. Agneet
int rugs. Herold
Borne. li data,
li-rothr
’I

n

.Vetha

HOMEMAKINI
*Freeman. Hanel
JIM., Anna Belle
Karnes. Katherine
Seiverson. Lucile
’Storkinst, &Petrie.
IND. Ants
Kelly. E.
SPEECH ARTS
-rIngton. liarr.ett
Katherina
r. o.rnito,

ostssinitC!
Atte.

ART
I el.

DISTRIBUTED
IN
STUDENT SUPPORT NEEDED POSTERS
ORDER TO DISSOLVE
FOR SUCCESS OF’ THIS
ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL EVENT
Proceeds of Co -Ed Capers this
o’ear will go to the Student Loan
Fund which is sadly in need of
reimbursement. This was decided Tuesday, when A. W. S. Council met for a regular business
meeting.
Stoney taken in last year from
the Capers was turned over to the
Spartan Union Fund, but this
year, with the "seeming depression," many students of college
have been forced to go to work
and they are finding it rather difficult to make ends meet. For
this reason the Student Loan
Fund functians, but can not go on
indefinitely, and A. W. S. realizing
this need is coming to its aid.
This is something which concerns the welfare of our own
State students and deserves support of every student of college.
Come one, come all, to Co-Ed
Capers, March Ilth, in the assembly.

McDonald’s Mind Is
Failing Say Fnends
"I forgot" is a mere form of
insanity. Not specifically implying that this is the case;yet one
cannot help but wonder at the
portrayal of absent-mindedness
now and then among some of our
professors on the campus.
Aside from several humorous
cases, that of Professor H. C. McDonald seems to be getting rather
serious. Five faculty members of
the board of athletic control eye
the director of physical education doubtfully ’whenever they
sight himno
implications, of
course!
Called together late one afternoon last week, the members of
the board, Dr. P. Victor Peterson,
Waller Crawford, Ervin Blesh,
I larold Walker, and N. 0. Thomas,
came to the director’s office itt
the appointed hour.
Nothing
strange about that, except that
everyone WIIS there but the headman, "Mac".
After a half hour’s wait there
was still no "head -man". Motion
to adjourn was made and carried
unanimously.
Investigations
revealed
that
while the aforementioned members were biting their nails and
glancing
anxiously
at
their
watches and then at the door.
the famous "Mac" Wili attending
to othererabusiness
in San
Franciscono implications, a
course. The incident %VIM passed
up as just a mistake.
But the neglected faculty members and others have been noticing other symptoms of absentmindednessor mistakes. And to
crown all, while in the very presence of our Honorable Governor
in the new gym, Mac opened his
speech, which was a sincere and
rather touching one. with: "My
memory isn’t so good. I can’t re"
member . . .

Economic Depression for
Good of Civilization
Climate Is Even Over
Long Period of Time
Albans, \ 1. Folk who think
all %Sinters, not only this one, are
milder in these parts, simply have
the ’arsine kind of memories, ile
(milling tit CUStriVe S. Lindgren of
the United SIHIES Weather Moreau

Economic depresMontreal.
sions such as the world is now
experiencing are necessary for the
progress of civilization, Prof l’
G. Conklin, head of the blob .
department at Princeton Uni,,
sity, said here in a lecture.
"Some of the weaker, accordieg
to the law of nature, will naturally die under stress of the
times," he declared. "Others will
not propagate their kind. l’he
strong and hardy will survive and
reproduce, end thus the human
rave will be strengthened."

here.
Ile considers this winter an exception, dial he asserts that over
no
a long period of records show
climatic change.
"When I went to college," he
says, "the daily task of breaking
LOST
to
Ilie ice in the water pitcher
wash sent chills down 11)1. spine.
A green Schaeffer fountain pen.
Thai was enough to make the Finder please return to the Times
weather seeni cold for the rest of office.
warmer
the day. Now we have
BERMAN MENDELOWITZ.
houses. better clothing and food.
so
ere more athleti. and are not
, ’
aware of the
GET YOUR
--

Cancer Expert Dies on
Eve of New Discovery
his
On the eve of a discover) in
cure far cancer, Dr.
search for
years
F:ugene Chellis Glover, four
School,
isiit of Harvard Medical
died as the result of gas Poiann
In his
Mg inhaled while at work
laboratory in Boston.

Flowers

The eight hundred students that
rioted in front of the Imperial
University in Tokyo on February
Ilth, heard speeches by four of
their fellow stutfents and then attempted to parade through the
streets but were dispelled by the
police. Posters were pasted on
the
university
buildings and
handbills had been distributed
around the university in the forenoon urging the students to dissolve the students’ patriotic association. This was the first demonstration of the kind that has
occurred since Japan moved toward Manchuria end Shanghai.
Any attempt to bring Japan to
peace seems to be definitely
stopped by the Japanese. Last
August Premier Muko Habaguchi
yeas shot and killed, and J. Inouye.
leader of the opposition party was
assassinated last Tuesday. With
the death of these two, Kijuro
Shidebara, Pinner foreign minister, is the only one remaining of
the famous trio of liberal states.
men. It was learned that K. Shidehara is seriously ill with an at
tack of cerebral anemia. Tadashi
Nominia, a youthful reactionary
iiiettiber who shot the former
minister, is believed to be suffering from a form of dementia. Police arrested, but later released
the person at whose home Konulna had been living, believing
that he had nothing to do veith
the assassination.
The students who started the
riot believe that Japan is in the
wrong in starting this hnperialistic war and have been agitating
for a cessation of activity against
China.
Twenty-five of the students vim were distributing the
handbills were arrested.
The Japanese national holiday,
Kigensetsu, was celebrated February 12th. It is the supposed an.
niversary of the founding of the
empire in 660 13. C., by Jimmit
’Fenno, a descendant of the sun
goddess.
Great Britain, United States,
and France will probably be the
hosts to special envoys that are
being sent by the Japanese government to clarifo: the Japanese Manchurian policy, announced
Foreign Minister Kenkiehi Yoshi -

Dr. Nicholas Butler
Airs Education Views
Nee: lork.Iir. Nicholas Slur
ray !totter, president of Columbh
University, defines education as
follows:
"Education is a gradual adjust
ment to the spiritual possessions
of the rnee, with a view to realizing one’s own potentialities and to
assisting in carrying forward that
complex of ideas, acts and institutions which we call civilization.
possessions
"Those spirituel
may be variously classified, but
they certuinly are at least five.
fold. The child is entitled to his
scientific inheritance, to his literary inheritance, to his esthetic inheritance, to his ’institutional inheritance, and to his religious inheritance. Without them all he
cannot hecome a truly educated
and a truly cultivated man.
, "Progress based upon culture is
I surcly progress. Without culture
’ and all that the word is here held
to signify, progress is only an
empty word."

Apples Now Preserved
In Ozone Filled Rooms
_
Lafayette, Ind.- Feasibility of
storage
in
preserving apples
rooms filled with ozone was being studied this week by Professor C. E. Baker of Purdue University.

Crystal
Creamery
Branch
Tasty Sandwiches
Large Milkshakes

Mies Muriel
ho hends th
Kindergarten -Primary
Formal
Dinner Committee.
- Courtesy of
-

E

New

Km’ dergarten-Prun. ary
To Give Formal Dinner
The iliaet to. Ae,
i. tie
setting this Saturday evening foi
a formal dinner given !iv State’ Kindergarten -Primary majors ill
11011OP Of those girls
have
graduated and are le:idling in the
Kindergarten -Primary field.
Plans are about completed for
Saturday’s affair and eommittees
have been working diligently. to
make this first banquet a "Iradi
lion" in college. A delightful pr.
gram has been arranged,
Miss Eleanor Free,
tendent of San AI
schools, as speakei
ing.
All girl, in
registered
in the K. P. ,I, Valli:era. hate re.
reived in% dation,. and should respond immediately if they intend
to come.
This affair promises to be a
unique and interesting one; so all
girls should arrange to be present.
Those wishing to reserve a
place can see Miss Alice Shoup,
president of the K. P. group, itIlah Iles. chairman of invitations.
Miss Emily De Yore and Mrs.
Elizabeth Walsh. with their respective groups. are responsible
for this fortheoming event.

Co-Eds and

Stockings

Chicago co (els have
in style.
found a real use for these new
open-work mesh stockings the
girls arc wearing.
Prior to examinations the fair
co-eds take notes and write answers to possible questions on
small pieces of paper Willett hey
place under the stockings.
Then during the examinations
all that it is necessars for the
girls to ao iS to move their skirts
and copy the needed knowledge.
Norman
as Professor
Anil,
Bradish of Northewestern University says, -What is the poor prof
to do about ii

One of the most enjoyable evenings of the quarter, as concerns
the women of the college, took
place last Wednesday evening at
5:30, when A. W. S. held a banquet in honor of Big and Little
Sisters of State.
Seventy stu
dents and faculty were present.
Nils% Mary Jones, chairman of
Big and Little Sisters, and toastmistress of the evening, introduced the honored guests of the
evening, among WI10111 were Miss
Helen Dinimick, who spoke to the
girls on the values of having a
"big sister." She recalled the
time when she was taken care of
by her "senior toter", as she
tattled her. Sirs. Snyder, assistant
dean, was also introduced. Miss
Virginia Clohen, president, wel.,omed the girls to college, and
esphined what A. W. S. meant
.11 unmet).
Eutertainment was furnished
throughout the dinner by a tillIsi
cal trio composed of Miss Emits
Sehv;artz, piano; Miss Jessie titer!mg, violin; and Miss ’Morin, Coroc11, eel. who played seh !.
hich threw an air of f.
:MOM the whole affair.
Miss Eleanor Greene gase
eral vocal selections. and Ali
Dorothy Griffin gave a clever
reading,
Decorations
were red
and
white, carrying out the N’alen
tine’s idea.
Truly this was a delightful partydue to Miss Mary Jones’ eff..rts

HARDINGS
Second and San Carlos
"Between the Undertakers"

The
Collegiate
Rendezvous

New members of the liel Canto
Club were complimented at a formal dinner held in the Gold Bourn
at the Hotel Sainte Claire on
Thursday evening, February 11.
The Valentine motif was carried
out in attractive table decorations.
Following the dinner, the new
members were formally initiated
into the dub.
They are Dallis
Margaret Davenport,
Priscilla Sword, Ruth Buckman,
Henrietta Matlock, Francella Joy,
Katherine Smith, alurgaret Furlong, Olive Treusler, Helen Johnson, and Muriel Gillespie.
Other members present were:
Lois Hill, Fluriene Goldeen, Elda
Frederickson, Verna FrederickElv la Pierri, ffelen Ohrt,
Pauly ne Luther, Dona Rodgers,
Marie Mothorne, Elmo Lou liood,
idadys hood. Margaret Krebs,
Maudine Zander, ’Ake Nlathews,
Sue
Edna Ilale, Eva Peter.
son, Dor.,110
Lindqust, Mary
Jones, and Alma I.. Williams, the
du."

rreshman Class Hears
Dr. Elder on Thursday
I
J.
Elder s lark before the
Freshilian ClaSS Thursday might
well have been entitled "The
Trials and Tribulations of Being a
Freshman". for Dr. Elder pointed
out that the Freshman year is the
hardest. and inore students are
"flunked" or put on "pro" during
this year than any other.
Dr. Elder said the reason for so
otieny failures is insufficient study
! me eaused usually by too much
iin the part Of se. If-supportstudents. or too many outside
interests and activities.
Dr. Elder closed by urging the
students not to just drift along,
but to progress toward an objective.
Prior to Dr. Eltler’s address.
Charles StrDonald offered several
piano solos, and Loren Miller and
Thomas Rogers "stag( .1" a timiti
ling act.
-_

Professor Asserts U. S.
Policy Is Imperialistic ork
r
annual meeting of the Metropolitan Conference of the Unitarian
and other liberal churches. Pro.
fessor Jerome Davis of the Yale
University asserted that the United States today is in many ways
like the itussia of Ilw Czars.
Ile said in part:
we nave an industrial aut,
racy in the United Stair, n.
just as real as the autoeft
:
cised by the late Czar
subjects. The only elifferenee
not so much in kind but in degree. The fact is that Americans
haven’t begun yet to realize what
d’s all aboutthat an industrial
revolution or transformation has
hanged this nation into an urban, zed one, a mechanized one, NS here
fewer than 200 rorporations out
of 21111,0011 control half the wealth
of the country. The result is that
we’ve lost our ligerty and freedom of action without realizing
that we have drifted into a state
’where power is predominant.
are
liberty
and
"Freedom
meaningless if a man has no job.
Freedom today is to some extent
freedom to starve. The average
American is constantly indifferent
to this fact. It is only when M.
is unemployed that he appreciates
what this IlleanS, that he and his
fellows have drifted silently int,.
the loss of their freedom without
realizing that this has occurred."

Ed ucation Should Aid
Talents of Indiiiduals

Cleveland, M. Lineation that
does not help 1,I1C find his best
talents and develop them is a poor
brand of ethieation. arcording to
Dr. A. (:aswell Ellis. director of
Cleseland College.
"Humanity." lie said recently.
"is controlled by instinct plus
those higher aspirations which
make for justice. righteousness.
helpfulness. moral living and religion.
"l’hese higher farulties are just
as natural as the lower instincts.
The Creator has left us with Ow
job of subordinating our hisser
tendencies to the higher.
"One of the basic objects of
earls education is to help the
child get his lower appetite% and
passions under
control of the
will.
"Talents are born in us, hid
they are not ready made. ’flies
have to be developed. Education
which does not help you find atot
develop your best talents is not
good education.
lp one ail"Educ,ition must
1,..,ittt
1,, his en, ironment.
South Bend, Ind. The
raviro.
t , th,
strongest teams a Indiana are
inert again on the football field ment is relaliv.ly simple. Adjust nest year after a ten-year laspse ing
irontnent
Ito hum,:
of grid relations. Contracts have presents the 11
ilrobletli of
been signed for a home and home education "
series of two games, the first to
be plased in 1933 at the Notrc
Dame stadium. and the second in
1934 lit Purdue.
Notre Dame atIll Eurtlue
their last game in 1923. In thirteen games played previous to ,
that Notre Dame won eight. lost
three, and tied two. Purdue last
season tied for the Big Tea title.
which it wnn In 1929. Notre Dame
last season was defeated for the
first time in v ears, by Southern
California rind the Artny.

Indiana’s Strong Teams
To Play Ball Together

This coupon gond for fres hetd when
don with your half wain

s.

2nd It.. no. Krems
120M BUT BROIL IMPAIRING

RING BOOKS
LOOSE LEAF
Vasil
Special Prices at

Winch & Marshall
"Alwaye Reliable"
San Jose
SO S. First St.
Fountain Pens
Propelling Penedo’
Large Cirmpoaition Books
Binder Papers
ALL STUDENT St’PPI.IES

A Treat--

Thick. Creamy
Milkshakes

10c

tr=-.1 I 1,

PHONOGRAPH
RECORDS

It SERVICE!

McKiernan Music Co.

San
Jose
Creamery

"Dancing on the Ceiling"
and
"Can’t We Talk It Over"

14 B. San Antonio St.

CORSAGES A SPECIALTY

VALENTINE MOTIF CARRIED
OUT IN THE TABLE
DECORATIONS

Women Appreciate Big
and Little Sister Party

"Conveniently Situated"
Books and Music required
at "State" always on hand
1 +

Dickerson Bros.

149 South First SI

273 S. 1st St.
Ballard 7882
Next to American Theatre

Ballard 668
s.-

tr
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Tau Dells, Phy Eds Lead Intra-mura

HALE
BROS
OWLS LEADING IN
San Jose State Splits Series
GOLD AND WHITE
MEN S With San Francisco Teachers;
LEAGUE
Winning 11-35; Losing 39-211
SHOP
t’ilACH WALKER SUPERVISING
GAMES; FACULTY
LSI FIFTH

0710ct;

Tuesday!
"Holeproof"

AUTOGART
HOSE

Ping-Pong Is Too Rough
for College Boxers
Asserting that ping pong Is
too strenuous for college athletes, the coach of the St.
John’s boxing team has said
the team cam no longer indulge
in the manly ’sport.
Mu. reason for this ban of
ping ming is due to one of the
members of the boxing team, a
160-pounder, suffering from an
injury after playing ping pima.
was forced to forfeit a match
to one of the college’s opponents.
The athlete, Novicki, was injured by missing a ball and
striking his head on the wall.

STATE BASEBALL TEAM LO,C,,A,AL:B.A.Drif,E:Li,EN:TEDE.L,Y,
LOSES FIRST GAME
OUT OF F. W. C.
BY11T04
The Sal) JOU’ State baseball
team lost its first game of the sea- SI
son to the strong :Mission High
school team of San Francisco, 11

to 4.
1.1lE ENTIRE.: SQUAD SHOWS REVERSAL OF FORM;
The Tau Delta Phi and the P.
The first four innings, during
GOODELL SCORES ON FREE THROWS;
E. Majors are at present leading
which Coach Crawford used his
CAPTAIN KALAS STARS
the Spartan division of the Intrafirst string, the :Mission High team
Mural league, with three wins and
to secure any hits,
WAS unable
sucker shots with the others. It no defeats.
due to the stellar support of the
At their present rate of wins
was just an off night for the men
team, and the superb pitching of
of Sparta, and the I3ay City boys the two teams will maintain their
Carrot DeSelle.
-.TARTANS FAIL TO SCORE made the best of it by increasing leading positions until they meet
The game showed the weakness
their lead. Getting the jump at in what will be one of the decidFIELD GOAL IN SECOND
in the batting power, ilue, no
center proved to be a huge ad- ing games of the league.
HALF’ SATURDAY
doubt, to the necessary layoffs
vantage for the visitors, and they
The P. E. Majors have won
caused by the prolonged rainy
%Her trouncing the San Fran- were able to sneak under the their games by decisive scores,
stuff
pitching
The
weather.
sco ’leachers’ College by. a score Spartan basket for several set- whereas the Tau Delta Phi team
potentialities, particularly
: II to 35, the San Jose Spartans ups. Cecil George replaced Lei - has barely managed to eke out feats. The Owls started their showed
Simoni, who twirled
:,wed
complete. reversal of bran( during the second half, and victories over the same oppon- schedule with little advance pub- DeSeile, and
licity, and by playing smooth has. the last three innings.
..111 un Saturday. night by losing played a great game. "Cec" hanStandings of the IntraThe Spartans were unable to
ketball have upset some of the
rtie same team. Score 24 to 39. dles the ball well on the offensive,
Mural team does nut include
obtain more than 6 hits off the
pre-league selections.
.lay’s game was played in a and seems to fit well with Capt.
gams* played last night,
-:..r box gytn with San Jose tak- Kalas. Both Taylor and CounThe fight for second place is pitching of Ogulin, and the Jones
because of Times deadliness.
_. an early lead which they tryman were sent in to try their
very close between three strong brothers. Three of these hits
Any
team
desiring
to
have
.,,,iintained throughout the game. hands at basketry, but neither boy
teams, the Industrial Arts, Sigma were made by the Spartan pitchscores published should see
10Isen and Goodell scored 11 and had his "luck," and so San Jose
Gamma Omega, and the Print ers.
Bart
Coneannon.
scoring
had
to
be
content
with
110 points respectively, to lead the
Felice, the State third baseman,
Shop, with two ins and one decombination her total of 7 points in the sec- ents.
This
Spartans.
showed flashes of niidseason form
However, the honor (rater- feat.
ond
half
bs
virtue
of
some
great
proved to be too strong for the
So far the games hare been by his sparkling catches. Besides
n ty team is practicing diligent y
Frisco boys, and with the help of foul shooting by Goodell and for the remaining games on their successful, :with most of the teams this Sammy also hit a double.
Pea and Smith the Spartan lead Georg,.
lionies, :Mission High shortstop,
schedule, principally the P. E. showing up on time for every
Last Minute Attack
as never threatened.
game. The referees have been fur- was the batting and fielding star
Majors.
Lead
by
Capt.
Kailas
the
SparHurt
Laznibat
The Science Club and the Stags nished principally by the Pity. Ed. of the game. The Indian lad hit
Johnny Laznibat. regular guard, tans opened a last minute drive are battling hard for second place Majors organization.
a triple, double and a single in
vas unable to play on either night by attempting several successive with two ins and one defeatfl The
The success of the leagife is due four times at bat, besides fielding
because of a strained ankle. Just long passes which traveled from two teams are evenly matched mostly to the energetic work of in a sensational style.
how serious the injury is has not one end of the court to the other, and should prove able to take a Coach Walker of the Physical EdBox score:
been ascertained, but Coach Mc - and nearly carrying the walls "fall" out of the leaders.
ucation department.
/MIL H.
Mission High (111
I Bonald expects to have Johnny with them. The spectators were a
League standings up to, but not
Gold and White League
0
1
5
Brandi, 31)
:,:ak for the Fresno games next little confused as to whether these including games played last night:
M’on Lost Bevilacqua,
4
0
0
were attempts to shoot or merely
ek-eml.
Spartan League
0 Joest, 2b
2
11 Owls
4
1
0
1 he opening whistle Friday saw passing to Goodell, who was unWon Last 2. Industrial Arts
1 Ferres, If
2
4
2
2
San Jose take an early lead from able to get in front of them. It 1. Tau Delta Phi
3
0 3. Sigma Gamma ()mega 2
1 Settler, cf
0
3
1
which they were never headed. is probably a good thing that 2. P. E. Majors
3
0 4. l’rint Shop
2
1 DeCamp, If
4
2
1
Goodell, Olsen. and Bea played a Goodell could not reach the ball, 3. Science (job
2
1 5. Spairtan Knights
1
1 Krotschmer, lb
5
3
1
An usual, the "Angus" lad led 4. Stags
steady tatoo on the basket to give
2
1 6. Pre-Legal
1
2 Gomes, ss
4
2
3
San Jose a 26 to 18 lead at half the Spartan scorers. Earl made 11 5. Faculty
2 ’7. Radio Club
1
1
2
0
1
p
points. Goodell scored 7 of his 6. Commerce
time.
1
2 8. Band
0
2
ii
0
0
Jones, p
The second period saw Coach 11 points on foul shots, making 7. Phi Mu Alpha
0
3 9. Plumbers
0
3 1... Jones, p
2
0
1
McDonald inserting substitutes, the remarkable amount of 7 out of 8. French Club
0
3
0
(I
0
Bart, c .
and Smith, who went in for fier 7 attempts. Of San Jose’s 24
The games with the San Fran- Steffins, ef
1
0
1
at center, scored 7 points. Smith points scored 12 were made by
In the Gold and White division cisco Teachers’ don’t cottnt in the Pallola, If
1
0
1
Twentyplayed a good game, and should the free throw route.
of the Intra-Mural league the P. W. C. rating; so the loss of Sathe tin outstanding eager in the four personal fouls were commit- Owls have forged into the lead urday’s game will have to be
38 11 II
Total
Kal as ted. and San Jose scored 12 points with three games won and no de- charged to profit and loss.
Captain
season.
ne t
San Jose State ti
.111. It. II.
turned in a great game on the de out of 16 tries, while the ’reachCovello, If
2
1
I
fensive, besides scoring 4 points ers’ made 5 out of R.
First Game
Turner, rf
I
2
It
to add to the Spartan lead. :111cC.
2
0
DeSelly.
1
Grew and Cavemann shared scot,
San Jose (41
Fg. Ft. Pf. Pls.
it
5
0
Pura, ss
ing honors for the teachers’ with Olsen, f
3
5
2 11
I
Casaleggio. f
(I
4
13 points apiece. Henry. the cen- Goodt II, f
3 11)
5
0
DeFraga, lb
ter, played a stellar floor game Rea, c
6
2
2
0
If iguchi, 21.
both offensively and defensively, Kalas, g
2
0
2
4
Felire,
241
111:
besides counting up 8 markers Leibrant, g
1
1
4
2
DeSadle, c
1
0
0
after his name.
Smith, c
3
1
2
7
3
0
0
Many Fouls
In this day of sheer textured frocks !Strong, c
Countrytnan, f ....,.. 0
0
0
0
2
0
1
Twenty-five fouls were record, George. g
and fitted lines, even the most per- Simoni, p
0000
1
0
1
ed during the game, and San Jose Gates. f
fectly proportioned of us must be Russell, p
0
0
0
0
0
Hareliman.
lb
1
0
again showed her ability to make
properly foundationed" ... and
- - - 0
’rhurber, 21)
the most alert young moderns are
2
0
the free throws count by making
Totals
16
9 13 41
In a Maiden Form uplift and
finding
- - 9 nut of 12 shots. which is a very’ San Francisco (35)
FL Pr- Pls.
VP’
girdle all they could desire in founTotals
34
4
6
high average. The Teachers had Shaman, f
0101
dations. With Maiden Form’s skilful
13 free throws. and were only Bell, f
0
0
t)
0
moulding, even the mostcasual little
able to make 5 of them good.
8
4
0
2
Henry. e
campus frock becomes a model of
Second Game
2 13
Cavemann, g
1
6
smart
trimness .. and sleekly mouldi Basing their attack around the Oliver, g
0
0
3
0
ed formal gowns becomes studies
same Kenny McGrew, who on Fri McGrew, f
5
3
2 13
in rhythmic line.
All \HI, s
day night had lead his team an Mahoney, f
0
0
2
0
RENTED
Your favorite coney. shop wit’ b
REPAIRED
scoring, an undaunted S. F. Teach- - - plod to show you Maiden form
EXCHANGED
, ers’ quintet rushed a leaden -foot15
5 12 35
Totals
uplifts, girdles and garter belts.
, ell Spartan varsity off its feet to
Second Game
Facliirs Iiistributurs
MAIDEN FOIM 81,4551E11f CO INC
take a well-earned 39 to 24 victory
Now VW, N
NIA C 243 MA A.n.
S. F. State (39)
Fg. Ft. l’f. Tp.
/1 \I.
in the second game of the series
Kauffman, f
.
3
1
4
7
AT HALM avnerwines
1111/\.\
!last Satnrelay evening in the new
Bell, f .
0
4
2
0
"Iwo
\
o Mord. Fenn ’condo,. for ware
ItI
men’s gym. The loss of the game
he of Agur.’"
McGrew, f
6
4
3 IG
UNDEltWOOD
marked Coach McDonald’s first
Mendelson,
1
4
0
Portable Typewriters
defeat in hi% new home. It is utDonahue, c
0
0
0
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McGrew Stars for S. F. T. C.

The Universit) of Nevada’s
double viefory to-er the College of
Pacific basketball varsity at Reno
last week -end practically cinched
the F’ar Western conference title
for the Wolves.
While Chico State, which is
reposing in second place and with
an outside change to tie the final
standings with Nevada. remained
idle. the California Aggies maintained their strong hold on third
place by trouncing the lowly
Fresno State Bulldogs in two
games.
Spartans Out
San
Jose State. conference
champion last winter. but definitely out of this year’s race for
honors, took on a non -conference
team, the San Francisco Slat
Teachers, and split a two-ganu.
series, winning the first 41 to 35,
and losing the second. 39 to 24.
This week’s schedule finds the
Fresno Bulldogs invading San
Jose to play the Spartans in a
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Califorma Chiropractic College
(Founded and Chartered 1913)
Third Floor Twohy Building - San .10se
Offers to graduates of accredited high schools,
residence courses in Modern Chiropractic and Druit
less Therapy. including all forms of Modern Electne
Therapeutics
Manipulative Therapy, Diddle’.
Minor Surgery and Obstetrics.
Three and Four year courses leading to demo:
Doctor of Chiropractic, and Drugless Physician.
Fully Accredited

Day and Evening Classes.
For further information, address the Registrar

Dr. A. E. Rowe
311 Twohy Building
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How About a
Brief Case?
Handiest thing in the world to keep all your
..very thing together. Anil contrary to the
thes’re really not expensive. We have some ,
at only $2.00, with dressier styles, of course.
ward to $16.
BING BINDERS-real leather, imitation leather. and 1,, Ryy
anvas, with the handy "booster" clasp that open ,,I1 I
rings at the touch of the finger.
to $7.

75,

BLUE BOND Filler Paper, standard size. an off-wilily "h3dt.
that’s easy on the eyes. l’kt.
50 sheets, luc.

Fountain Pens
We carry the five leading standard makes
Sheaffer’s, Conklin, Waterman’s, and Wahl. And
ellent pens, priced from $1 to $10.
EVERY DAY CARDS FOB EVERY OCCASItts
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THE ARCADE
The Clearance Sale Offers Unusual Values.
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MORE WIN TO CINCH
1932 TITI.E

STANDING OF’ THE (1.1 BS
Won 1.0st Pet.
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Chico State
2
.667
4
California Aggies
.333
2
4
San Jose State
1
5
.167
Pacific
.000
0
6
Fresno State
RESULTS LAST WEEK
18.
Pacific
Nevada 29,
Nevada 35. l’acifie 29.
California Aggies 45. Fresno 34.
California Aggies 37, Fresno 30.
GAMES THIS WEEK
.Aggies at Pedro (Thursday).
Pacific vs. Aggies at Davie’ (Sat
urday).
Fresno State at San Jose, Friday’ and Saturday.
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Melvin, Roberts 84 Horwarth
162 to 166 South First Street
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